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BOOKS AVAILABLE IN LIBRARY
COLLECTION
PALMER’S COMPANY LAW
Loose-leaf (Vols. 1-4+ CD)
EDITED BY GEOFFREY MORSE
SWEET & MAXWELL LTD., 2019.
Palmer's Company Law is the
complete company law service from
Sweet & Maxwell. For over 100 years
Palmer has provided essential
commentary on company law. There
are now eight volumes containing
revised and up-to-date narrative and
source materials.
 Offers authoritative guidance
for every part of company law
from formation through to
winding-up
 Helps you to adjust to the
changes being brought about by
Companies Act 2006 by
providing
integrated
commentary on the Act as each
part comes into force
 Allows you to see where changes
have
occurred
and
to
understand what they mean, so
that
responsibilities
and
obligations continue to be
fulfilled
 Clarifies areas of uncertainty or
ambiguity to ensure compliance
with the changing face of
company law
 Ensures that you are fully
briefed and prepared for the
changes due in 2008 and
beyond
 Includes The Annotated Guide
to the Companies Act 2006
giving you section-by-section
explanation of the Act, as well
as a searchable CD-ROM of all
the relevant legislation.

M P JAIN INDIAN
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
BY JUSTICE JASTI
CHELAMESWAR AND JUSTICE
DAMA SESHADRI NAIDU,
LEXISNEXIS, 2019.
This book is a fascinating account of
the debates on some of the key
Constitutional issues in India that
engaged or failed to engage the
attention of the popular media in the
recent years. Together, these issues
have a bearing on the past, present
and future of India’s democratic
experiment, which they can ignore only
to their peril. Conveniently divided into
four parts, namely, powers and
limitations of Parliament and the
Executive, federal tensions, the scope
and limits of judicial activism, and the
role of the Election Commission in
ensuring free and fair elections, the
book offers fresh perspectives on some
of the recent Constitutional questions
that confronted India’s institutions,
and the Constitutional functionaries.

UNJUST ENRICHMENT
BY JAMES EDELMAN AND ELIS
BANT,
HART PUBLISHING, 2016.
This book concerns the principles of
the law of unjust enrichment in
Australia, New Zealand, England and
Canada. Major decisions of the highest
courts of these jurisdictions in the last
decade provide a fertile basis for
examining the underlying principles
and foundations of this subject. The
book uses the leading cases,
particularly in England and Australia,
to distil and explain the fundamental
principles of this branch of private
law.

A PUBLICATION OF THE LAHORE HIGH COURT JUDGES’ LIBRARY, 2019

MULLA’S THE CODE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE (IN 03 Vols.)
BY SIR DINSHAW FARDUNJI
MULLA,
LEXISNEXIS, 2017.
The commentary on Code of Civil
Procedure by Sir Dinshaw Fardunji
Mulla is unique in its precision, carries
easy readability, critical analysis and
has been throughout appreciated for
its authenticity. Keeping with the high
traditions
set
by
illustrious
predecessors, the authors have tried
that this edition contains almost every
relevant pronouncement on the
instant subject by the Hon’ble Courts
since the preceding revision which
was printed and published in 2013. In
addition suggestions and critically
analyses
of
few
judicial
pronouncements have been given so
that the reader may develop a
thought process as to how to simplify
the provision and apply it to facts of a
case.
BASU’S COMMENTARY ON CODE
OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
(IN 02 Vols.)
EDITED BY CHANDRASEKHAR K,
WHYTES & CO., 2019.
The book in two (2) volumes is revised
edition of the much appreciated and
accepted work of a renowned author.
It has the soul of original work along
with the milestones of case law,
foreign and the dynamics of the
statute. In the recent past, work on
criminal procedure has been in great
demand, due to complex issues and
importance of the matter, the present
work ably suits the nature of
requirement in terms of research and
practical usage. All possible efforts
have been made to include important
judicial decisions relevant to the Act,
at the same time care has been taken
to ensure the general lucidity and
clarity of exposition is not impaired by
a profusion of case-law that does not
decide any law point.

BUREAUCRATIC DECISION
MAKING AMID MULTIPLE
ACCOUNTABILITY: A NIPP
POLICY PAPER
BY SHAHID RAHIM SHEIKH
AND SAIF ULLAH KHALID,
2019.
This publication has been provided
to the Judges Library by Hon’ble
Mr. Justice Ali Baqar Najafi as
gratis.
A popular thesis has emerged:
indecision in the Pakistani
bureaucracy may be a consequence
of a phenomenon of ‘multiple
accountability’ wherein officers are
hesitant to take decisions. This
study uses a comprehensive survey
instrument among the public/civil
servants to ascertain perceptions
of various hierarchical levels of
decision-makers in Pakistan. It also
provides evidence for the notion
that by its own estimation, the
Pakistani bureaucracy is beset
with indecision. In addition, the
study shows that NAB, media trials,
public interest litigation and
pressures generated by the
political economy considerations
are contributing, in moderate to
intense degree, to bureaucratic
indecision.
STROUD’S JUDICIAL
DICTIONARY OF WORDS AND
PHRASES (IN 03 Vols.)
DANIEL GREENBERG
SWEET & MAXWELL, 2017.
The aim for Stroud to be-an
authoritative guide to the present
construction of words and phrases
occurring in legislation and other
legal documents, a source of ideas
useful in framing definitions of
particular concepts in the drafting
of contracts and other legal
documents, and generally, a useful
tool for legal practitioners of all
kinds and for members of related
professions.

SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIONS






Medical Tribunal Ordinance, 2019
Punjab Demarcation, Classification and Naming of Local Areas Rules, 2019
Punjab Local Government (Amendment) Ordinance, 2019
Punjab Village Panchayats and Neighbourhood Councils (Amendment) Ordinance, 2019
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